
NOTES ON RITUEL ET DOGME DE LA HAUTE MAGIE & GOETIA

NOTES ON LEVI'S TRANSCENDENTAL MAGIC.

The word of man is the expression of his will directed by reason, and it is
omnipotent under this leading, for it is analogous to the word of God 
Himself. The entire life of man is either the parturition or miscarriage of
his word. To withstand sucessfully the phantom of death, we must be 
identified with the realities of life. 

Self-conscious truth is living thought. Truth is thought as it is in 
itself, and formulated thought is speech. When Eternal Thought desired a 
form, it said, "Let there be Light." Now, this Thought which speaks is the 
Word, and the Word itself is the light of minds. 

NHSh:

NUN - the Power which produces combinations.

HEH - the recipient and passive producer of Forms.

SHIN - the natural and central fire equilibriated by double polarization. 

HEREINAFTER FOLLOW THE POWERS AND PRIVILEDGES OF HIM WHO HOLDS IN HIS RIGHT
HAND THE CLAVICLES OF SOLOMON, AND IN THIS LEFT THE BRANCH OF THE

BLOSSOMING ALMOND:

ALEPH - he beholds God face to face, without dying, and converses 
familiarly with the seven genii who command the entire celestial army.

BETH - he is above all griefs and fears.

GIMEL - he reigns with all heaven and is served by all hell.

DALETH - he rules his own health and life and can influence equally those 
of others.

HEH - he can neither be surprised by misfortune nor overwhelmed by 
disasters, nor can he be conquered by his enemies.

VAU - he knows the reason of the past, present, and future.

ZAIN - he possesses the secret of the ressurection of the dead and the key 
to immortality.

SUCH ARE THE SEVEN CHIEF PRIVILEDGES, AND THOSE WHICH RANK NEXT:

CHETH - to find the Philosophical Stone.



TETH - to possess the Universal Medicine.

IOD - to know the laws of perpetual motion and to prove the quadrature of 
the circle.

KAPH - to change into gold not only all metals but also the earth itself, 
and even the refuse of the earth.

LAMED - to subdue the most ferocious animals and have power to pronounce 
those words which paralyse and charm serpents.

MEM - to have the ARS NOTORIA which gives the Universal Science.

NUN - to speak learnedly on all subjects, without preparation and without 
study.

THESE, FINALLY, ARE THE SEVEN LEAST POWERS OF THE MAGUS:

SAMEKH - to know at a glance the deep things of the souls of men and the 
mysteries of the hearts of women.

AYIN - to force Nature to make him free at his pleasure.

PE - to foresee all future events which do not depend on a superior free 
will, or an undiscernable cause.

TZADDI - to give at once and to all the most efficacious consolations and 
the most wholesome counsels.

KOPH - to triumph over adversities.

RESH - to conquer love and hate.

SHIN - to have the secret of wealth, to be always its master and never its 
slave.

TAU - let us add to these three septenaries that the wise man rules the 
elements, stills tempests, cures the diseased by his touch, and raises the 
dead!

THE BOOKS.

I. THE CLAVICLE; THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE QABALISTIC AND MAGICAL DOCTRINE 
IN ITS ENTIRETY. (THEORY)

II. THE GRIMOIRE; CONSECRATED TO THE CULTUS OF CEREMONIAL MAGICK. 
(PRACTICE)

THE CHAPTERS.



1. THE CANDIDATE - PREPARATIONS. Disciplina ensoph ketheri.

·The essence of the word is in the principle; the principle is that which
is - Intelligence is a principle which speaks. Being is the principle,
speech is the means. Every form is the veil of a word, because the 
idea which is the mother of the word is the sole reason for the 
existence of forms. Every figure is a character, every character 
derives from and returns into a word. 

·Imagination is the instrument of the adaptation of the word. Imagination
applied to reason, is genius. Reason is one, as genius is one, in all 
the variety of its works. 

·There is only one dogma in Magick; the visible is the manifesation of 
the invisible - the perfect word in things appreciable and visible, 
bears an exact proportion to the things which are inappreciable by our
senses and unseen by our eyes. 

2. THE PILLARS OF THE TEMPLE - MAGICAL EQUILIBRIUM. Chokmah domus gnosis.

·Equilibrium is the consequence of two forces; if two forces are 
absolutely and invariably equal, the equilibrium will be immobility 
and therefore the negation of life. Movement is the result of an 
alternate preponderance. The impulsion given to one of the sides of a 
balance necessarily determines the motion of the other. 

·All nature is bisexual, and the movement which produces the appearance 
of death and life is a continual generation. 

3. THE TRIANGLE OF SOLOMON - TRIANGLE OF PANTACLES. Plenitudo vocis binah 
physis.

·The perfect word is a triad because it supposes an intelligent 
principle, a speaking principle, and a principle spoken. In magick - 
principle, realization, and adaptation. In alchemy - azoth, 
incorporation, and transmutation. In theology - God, incarnation, and 
redemption. 

·There are three intelligible worlds which correspond one with another by
hierarchic analogy; the natural/physical, the spiritual/metaphysical, 
and the divine/religious. From this principle follows the hierarchy of
spirits, divided into three orders, and again subdivided by the triad 
in each of these. Degrees in the progress of spirits; Assiah, 
Yetzirah, and Briah. By the Gnostics; Hyle, Psyche, and Gnosis. 
Atziluth = Pleroma. 

4. THE TETRAGRAM - CONJURATION OF THE FOUR. Geburah chesed porta librarum 
elementa.



·The four philosophical operations of the human mind being; affirmation, 
negation, discussion, and solution. 

·The elements, the cross, etc. etc. etc. etc. 

·Divination according to the elements. Sanguine temperaments are disposed
to aeromancy, the bilious to pyromancy, the phlegmatic to hydromancy, 
and the melancholic to geomancy. Aeromancy is confirmed by 
oneiromancy, pyromancy is supplemented by magnetism, hydromancy by 
crystallomancy, and geomancy by cartomancy. 

·The four elements are only instruments which assist second sight - the 
faculty of seeing in Astral Light, only operable by abstraction of the
senses. 

5. THE PENTAGRAM - THE BLAZING PENTAGRAM. Geburah ecce. 

·Microcosm, etc. etc. etc. etc. etc.

6. MAGICAL EQUILIBRIUM - MEDIUM AND MEDIATOR. Tiphareth uncus.

·Two things being necessary for the acquisition of magical power - the 
emancipation of will from servitude and its instruction in the art of 
domination; the sovereign will is represented by the Woman who crushes
the serpent's head by the angel who restrains the dragon with lance 
and heel.

·The dual serpent of the caduceus is the double current of light; the 
living and astral fire of the earth that entwines the generating 
lingam. 

·The Magus-magnetizer should have command of the natural medium, and 
consequently of that astral body by which our soul communicates with 
our organs. He must say to the material body, "Sleep!" and to the 
sidereal body, "Dream!" 

7. THE FIERY SWORD - THE SEPTENARY OF TALISMANS. Netsah gladius. 

·The septenary is the sacred number in all theogonies and in all symbols 
because it is composed of the triad and the tetrad. It represents 
magical power in all its fullness; it is the mind reinforced by all 
elementary potencies, the soul served by Nature, the Sactum Regnum, 
etc. 

·Magical works/potencies of souls being seven in number;

1.SUN - Infancy. light and riches (under auspices)

2.MOON - Childhood. divination and mystery (under invokation)



3.MERCURY - Manhood. skill, science, and eloquence (under 
protection)

4.MARS - Youth. wrath and chatisement (consecration to)

5.VENUS - Youth. love (favored by)

6.JUPITER - Ripe age. ambition and intrigue (influence by)

7.SATURN - Old age. malediction and death (under patronage of)

8. REALIZATION - WARNING TO THE IMPRUDENT. Hod vivens. 

·Magic differs from mysticism because it judges nothing a priori until 
after it has been established a posteriori the actual base of its 
judgements - after having apprehended the cause by the effects 
contained in the energy of the cause itself, by means of the universal
law of analogy. 

·Realities alone constitute the proportions of the ideal, and the Magus 
admits nothing as certain in the domain of ideas save that which is 
demonstrated by realization. What is true in the cause manifests in 
the effect. What is not realized does not exist. 

·The realization of speech is the logos. A thought is realized in 
becoming speech; it is also realized by signs, sounds, and 
representations. 

·There is an outbreathing and inbreathing of the soul, exactly like that 
of the body. Whatsoever it regards as a felicity, that it inhales, and
breathes forth ideas which result from its inner sensations. There are
no isolated acts, and it is impossible that there should be secret 
acts; whatsoever we will truly remains registered in the Astral Light,
where our reflections are preserved. 

·The two forces of the Astral Light may be represented by a balance 
wherein are weighed our good intentions for the triumph of justice and
the emancipation of our liberty. 

·There are two kinds of realization; the true and the fantastic. The 
first is the exclusive secret of magicians, the other belongs to 
enchanters and sorcerers. Mythologies are fantastic realizations of 
religious dogma; superstitions are the sorcery of mistaken piety. To 
pardon is never a crime, but to curse is always a danger and evil 
action. 

9. INITIATION - CEREMONY. Yesod bonum. 

·The lamp of Trismegistus enlightens present, past, and future, lays bare



the conscience of men and manifests the inmost recesses of the female 
heart. The lamp burns with a triple flame, the mantle thrice-folded, 
and the staff divided into three parts - the number nine being that of
divine reflections. 

·The silence is perserved by silence and perpetuated by initiation. The 
law of silence is not therefore absolute and inviolable, except 
relatively to the uninitiated multitude. 

10. THE QABALAH - KEY OF OCCULTISM. Malkuth principium phallus. 

·The Qabalah. EEEETTTCCC................................

11. THE MAGIC CHAIN - THE TRIPLE CHAIN. Manus force. 

·The Great Magical Agent = Astral Light = Soul of the Earth = 
Azoth/MAGNESIA = winged dragon of Medea = serpent of the Edenic 
Mystery.

·To know how to make use of this Agent is to be the trustee of God's own 
power; all effective Magic, all occult force is there, and its 
demonstration is the sole end of all genuine books of science. To have
control of the Great Magical Agent there are two operations necessary 
- to concentrate/fix and project/move. 

·To make the Magic Chain is to establish a magnetic current which becomes
stronger in proportion to the extent of the chain. The law of magnetic
currents is that of the movement of the Astral Light itself, which is 
always double and augments in a contrary direction. The chain may be 
established in three ways - by signs (inducing opinion to adopt some 
sign as the representation of a force), speech (by eloquence), and 
contact (between persons who meet frequently, the head of the current 
soon manifests, and the strongest will is not slow to absorb the 
others). 

12. THE GREAT WORK - THE GREAT WORK. Discite crux.

·The Great Work is full power over the Universal Magical Agent/First 
Matter, to be arrived at by means of metallic transmutation and the 
Universal Medicine.

·There are two Hermetic operations - one spiritual (to separate the 
subtle from the gross), the other material, and these are mutually 
dependent. 

·ART - TRA; Triad, Theory, Travail. Realization. Adaptation.

·The triangle surmounted by a cross signifies in alchemy the end and 
perfection of the Great Work, meaning being identical to Tau. Legs of 



victim are crossed, while his head and elbows form a triangle. Hanged 
Man is the adept, bound by his engagements and spiritualized by having
his feet turned upwards to heaven.

·Christ is the ABRAXAS, the Luminous Pentagram radiating on the 
Astronomical Cross, the living manifestation of the RUACH.

13. NECROMANCY - NECROMANCY. Ex ipsis mors.

·Three classes of souls - daughters of Adam, daughters of angels, and 
daughters of sin. Souls are sent forth in couples, grow and multiply 
in heaven. The astral bodies that are evoked in necromancy are 
suffering souls; souls which are destined to live, but are not yet 
purifed completely and remain captive for a longer or shorter period 
in the astral body. 

·Death is a phantom of ignorance; it does not exist; everything in Nature
is living, and it is because it is alive that everything is in motion 
and undergoes incessant change of form. To raise up a dead person we 
must rivet suddenly and energetically the most powerful chains of 
attraction which connect it with the body it has just quitted. 

·There are two kinds of necromancy - evokation by Prayer, Pantacle, and 
Perfumes, and the evokation by blood, imprecations, and sacrilege. 
Evokations should always have a motive and justifiable end; otherwise 
they are works of darkness and folly, dangerous for health and reason.

14. TRANSMUTATIONS -TRANSMUTATIONS. Sphera lunae sempiternum auxilium.

·Things that are external for us what our word internal makes them. The 
life of beings is a progressive transformation, and its forms can be 
determined, renewed, prolonged further, or destroyed sooner. 

15. BLACK MAGIC -SABBATH OF THE SORCERERS. Samael auxiliator.

·In black magic, the devil is the Great Magical Agent employed for evil 
purposes by a perverse will. 

·MAGICAL AXIOMS:

8.Within the circle of its action, every word creates that which it
affirms.

·Direct Consequence:

      b.   He who affirms the devil creates or makes the devil.

·CONDITIONS OF SUCCESS IN INFERNAL EVOKATION: invincible obstinancy, a 
conscience hardened to crime and most prone to remorse and fear, 
affected or natural ignorance, blind faith in all that is incredible, 



and an utterly false idea of God. 

16. BEWITCHMENTS - WITCHCRAFT AND SPELLS. Fons oculus fulgur. 

·What is willed with persistence is done. Every real will is confirmed by
acts; every will confirmed by an act is an action. Every action is 
subject to a judgement, and such judgement is eternal. 

·There are two kinds of bewitchment - voluntary and involuntary. Power 
attracts power, life attracts life, and health attracts health. 

17. ASTROLOGY - THE WRITING OF THE STARS. Stella os inflexus.

·Nothing is indifferent in nature. The human head is formed upon the 
model of the celestial spheres; it attracts and it radiates, and this 
it is which first forms and manifests in the conception of a child. 

18. CHARMS AND PHILTRES - PHILTRES AND MAGNETISM. Justitia mysterium canes.

·The excessive fear of a given thing makes it almost invariably 
inevitable. To preserve ourselves against influences, the first 
condition is to forbid excitement to the imagination. All who are 
prone to exaltation are more or less mad, and a maniac is ever 
governed by his mania.  

19. THE STONE OF THE PHILOSOPHERS - ELAGABALUS - MASTERY OF THE SUN. 
Vocatio sol aurum.

·Philosophical Stone = Cornerstone = true Salt, the third ingredient in 
the composition of AZOTH. 

20. THE UNIVERSAL MEDICINE - THE THAUMATURGE. Caput resurrectio circulus. 

·"Make gold potable, and you will have the Universal Medicine - that is 
to say, appropriate truth to your needs, let it become the source at 
which you daily drink, and you will in yourself have the immortality 
of the sages."

·The man who has come to fear nothing and desire nothing is master of 
all. 

21. DIVINATION - SCIENCE OF THE PROHETS. Dentes furca amens. 

22. SUMMARY AND GENERAL KEY OF THE FOUR SECRET SCIENCES - BOOK OF HERMES. 
Signa trot pan.

Analogy is the final word of science and the first word of faith. Harmony 
consists in equilibrium, and equilibrium subsists by the analogy of 
contraries. Absolute unity is the supreme and final reason of things. To 
create equilibrium we must separate and unite; to create mysticism in 
philosophy is to assail reason. Reason and faith mutually exclude one 



another, but they unite by analogy. Analogy is the sole possible mediator 
between the finite and infinite. Dogma is the ever-ascending hypothesis of 
a presumable equation. For the ignorant, it is the hypothesis which is the 
absolute affirmation, and the absolute affirmation which is hypothesis. A 
thing is not just because God wills it, but God wills it because it is 
just. The Absolute is a reason. Reason is self-existence, it is because it 
is, and not because we suppose it; it is, or nothing is. If God exists, it 
is by reason. 

NOTES ON GOETIA.

Magic is the Highest, most Absolute, and most Divine Knowledge of Natural 
Philosophy, advanced in its works and wonderful operations by a right 
understanding of the inward and occult virtue of things; so that true 
Agents being applied to proper Patients, strange and admirable effects will
thereby be produced. 

All sense-impressions are dependent upon changes in the brain; we must 
include illusions, which are after all sense-impressions as much as 
"realities" are, in the class of "phenomena dependent upon brain-changes." 
Magical phenomena come under a sub-class of being Willed - and their cause 
is the series of "real" phenomena, called the operations of ceremonial 
Magick. 

These consist of:

9.SIGHT - the circle, square, triangle, vessels, lamps, robes, 
implements, etc.

10.SOUND - the invokations. 

·The names of God are vibrations calculated to establish:

11.General control of the brain/Establishment of functions relative
to the subtle world.

12.Control over the brain in detail/Rank or type of the Spirit.

13.Control over one special portion/Name of the Spirit.

14.SMELL - the perfumes, which include a large attribution to letters of 
the alphabet by Qabalistic formula to spell out the Spirit's name. 

15.TASTE - the sacraments, ''

16.TOUCH - as under (1).



17.MIND - the combination of all these and reflection on their 
significance. 

The unusual impressions (1-5) produce unusual brain-changes; hence their 
summary (6) is of unusual kind. 

THE MAGICAL CIRCLE: 

Preserves the magician therein from the malice of Evil Spirits. 9ft across,
and the Divine Names are to be written around it, beginning at EHEIEH, and 
ending at LEVANNAH. 

[+ EHEIEH - KETHER - METATRON - CHAIOTH - HA-QADESH - RASHITH - HA-GAGALIM 
- SPHERE OF THE PRIMUM MOBILE (S.P.M.) + IAH - CHOKMAH - RATZIEL - AUPHANUM
- MASLOTH - SPHERE OF THE FIXED STARS (S.Z.) + JEHOVAH - ELOHIM - BINAH - 
TZAPHQUIEL - ARALIM - SHABBATHAI - SPHERE (S.) OF SATURN + EL - CHESED - 
TZADQUIEL - CHASCHMALIM - TZEDEQ - S. OF JUPITER + ELOHIM - GIBOR - GEBURAH
- KAMAEL - SERAPHIM - MADIM - S. OF MARS + JEHOVAH - ELOAH - VA-DAATH - 
TIPHERETH - RAPHAEL - MALAKIM - SHEMESH - S. OF THE SUN + JEHOVAH - 
TZABOATH - NETZACH - HANIEL - ELOHIM - NOGAH - S. OF VENUS + ELOHIM - 
TZABOATH - HOD - MICHAEL - BENI ELOHIM - KOKAV - S. OF MERCURY + SHADDAI EL
CHAI - YESOD - GABRIEL - CHERUBIM - LEVANNAH - S. OF THE MOON +]

THE MAGICAL TRIANGLE:

The From into which Solomon commanded the Evil Spirits. 2ft distance from 
the Magic Circle and 3 ft across. It is to be placed toward the quarter 
whereunto the Spirit belongeth. 

ANEPHEXETON - Thou great God of all the Heavenly Host:

PRIMEUMATON - Thou Who art the First and Last, let all spirits be subject 
unto us, and let the Spirit be bound in this triangle, which disturbs this 
place:

MICHAEL - By Thy Holy Angel Michael, until I shall discharge him. 

THE HEXAGRAM.

THE PENTAGRAM. 

THE MAGIC RING OR DISC.

THE SECRET SEAL.

CONJURATIONS, ETC. 


